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[1] To investigate the relationship between hydraulics and channel morphology in
step‐pool channels, we combined three‐dimensional velocity measurements with an
acoustic Doppler velocimeter and topographic surveys in a steep step‐pool channel, the
Rio Cordon, Italy. Measurements were organized around step, pool, and tread units and
occurred within a range of 36%–57% of bankfull discharges. As flow moved from
steps to their downstream pools in our study reach, an average of approximately two
thirds of the total energy was dissipated, as measured by relative head loss through
step‐pool sequences. Much of this head loss was achieved by elevation (potential
energy) loss rather than velocity reductions. Although an overall, expected pattern of
flow acceleration toward step crests and deceleration in pools was present, pool
velocities were high, especially where upstream step crests were irregular and where
residual pool depths were low. Many steps were porous or “leaky,” with irregular
cross‐channel bed and water surface topography, producing high‐velocity jets and less
flow resistance than channel‐spanning dammed steps. Longitudinal variations in
hydraulics are thus often overshadowed by lateral variations arising from morphologic
complexities. Velocity and turbulence characteristics in the Rio Cordon show marked
differences from data we have collected in a more stable and wood‐rich channel in the
Colorado Rockies, in which “ponded” steps are more prevalent and pools are slower
and more turbulent. Comparison of these channels illustrates that step‐pool structure
and hydraulics are strongly influenced by flow regime, sediment supply, lithology, time
since the last step‐forming flood, and availability of in‐stream wood.
Citation: Wilcox, A. C., E. E. Wohl, F. Comiti, and L. Mao (2011), Hydraulics, morphology, and energy dissipation in an
alpine step‐pool channel, Water Resour. Res., 47, W07514, doi:10.1029/2010WR010192.

1. Introduction
[2] Step‐pool sequences, in which flow plunges over
channel‐spanning boulder, log, and/or bedrock steps into
downstream scour pools, produce stepped longitudinal
profiles and dissipate energy in high‐gradient streams
[Keller and Swanson, 1979; Montgomery and Buffington,
1997; Chin and Wohl, 2005; Church and Zimmermann,
2007]. Further understanding of feedbacks between hydraulics and bed morphology is critical to developing insight into
sediment transport and formative processes in these channels.
Step‐pool channels are important because of their position in
the headwaters of many drainage networks, where they
constitute a large proportion of channel length, provide
habitat for a variety of aquatic species, and influence the
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fluxes of water, sediment and nutrients to downstream areas
[Wohl, 2000; Benda et al., 2005; Freeman et al., 2007]. Analogies between step‐pool sequences and engineered structures
for energy dissipation have also motivated investigations of
steep channels, especially where mountain communities are
susceptible to flood hazards [Lenzi, 2002; Marion et al.,
2004; Comiti et al., 2005, 2009b] and in the context of
stream restoration [Chin et al., 2009].
[3] Step‐pool geometry, including relationships between
step length (L), step height (Hs), grain size (D), stream
gradient (S), and channel width (w), and variance in these
relationships, has been investigated to seek insights into
formative processes, hydraulic controls, and analogies to
lower‐gradient systems [Grant et al., 1990; Wohl and
Grodek, 1994; Chin, 1999; Chartrand and Whiting, 2000;
Zimmermann and Church, 2001; Milzow et al., 2006;
Nickolotsky and Pavlowsky, 2007]. Step‐pool channels may
have slopes of as low as 0.03 m/m [Montgomery and
Buffington, 1997], but at gradients steeper than approximately 0.07 m/m, step‐pool channels tend to have distinct
morphologies, geometries, and hydraulics, with steps
controlling the elevation loss (i.e., Hs/L ∼ S) [Church and
Zimmermann, 2007]. The ratio of step height to step
length to bed gradient, Hs/L/S, is an often‐cited measure
of step geometry that illustrates the amount of elevation
change created by step‐pool sequences and the presence
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of reverse slopes between steps. Abrahams et al. [1995]
suggest that step‐pool channels are organized such that
Hs/L/S is typically between one and two and flow resistance is maximized, although others have documented a
broader, slope‐dependent range of Hs/L/S [Zimmermann
and Church, 2001; Church and Zimmermann, 2007].
Observations of regularity in step‐pool spacing or other
spatial organization have been used as evidence of
hydraulic controls on step‐pool formation [Chin, 2002;
Milzow et al., 2006] and of self‐organization processes
whereby flow resistance increases, local slope decreases,
and stream power is minimized as step‐pool bed forms
evolve [Chin and Phillips, 2007].
[4] Studies of flow resistance dynamics have explored
methods for prediction of roughness coefficients as a
function of factors such as relative submergence (R/D84)
[Lee and Ferguson, 2002], step geometry [Canovaro and
Solari, 2007], or unit discharge and hydraulic geometry
[Rickenmann, 1991; Aberle and Smart, 2003; Comiti et al.,
2007; Ferguson, 2007; David et al., 2010; Zimmermann,
2010], as well as partitioning of resistance between grain,
spill, and other components [Curran and Wohl, 2003;
MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2006; Wilcox and
Wohl, 2006]. Based on flume experiments, Wilcox et al.
[2006] conclude that the combined effects of wood and
spill resistance dominate total flow resistance in step‐pool
channels, whereas grain resistance is relatively small. Field
studies in step‐pool channels have also illustrated shifts in the
partitioning of resistance with discharge and the minor role of
grain resistance [MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003; David et al.,
2011]. Observations of elevated sediment transport rates
following an exceptional flood that destroyed steps in the
Erlenbach, Switzerland, illustrate how form resistance can
decrease as a result of step destruction [Turowski et al., 2009].
Zimmermann [2010], however, suggests that stress partitioning is inappropriate for steep channels where grains
actually impart form resistance, as opposed to the skin
resistance associated with grains in lower‐gradient systems.
[5] Step‐pool hydraulics can also be evaluated in terms of
the energy dissipation associated with changes in elevation
and velocity head across individual step‐pool sequences. For
example, Marston [1982] calculated 12% of cumulative
energy dissipation by log steps in the Oregon Coast Range,
and Hayward [1980] calculated 93% energy dissipation by a
boulder step in New Zealand. Recent efforts to quantify
energy dissipation in step‐pool channels [Pasternack et al.,
2006; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008] have drawn on analyses of hydraulic jumps, stepped spillways or other
hydraulic drop structures [e.g., Moore, 1943; Rajaratnam
and Chamani, 1995; Chanson, 1994, 1996]. Flow over
drops can include nappe flow, where water plunges over
steps in a free falling jet, transitional flow, and skimming
flow where the water surface is smoother and drops are
submerged, depending on both the ratio of critical depth at the
step crest (dc) to step height (Hs) and step geometry (Hs/L)
[Chanson, 1994]. The transition from nappe flow with jumps
to transitional/skimming flow in natural stepped channels
corresponds to a dramatic decrease in flow resistance and
increase in velocity [Comiti et al., 2009a], and skimming flow
is expected to be more common in steeper (S > 0.07) step‐
pool channels during high‐magnitude flood events [Church
and Zimmermann, 2007].
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[6] The observation that step‐pool units produce a jet of
supercritical flow over step crests that plunges into downstream pools and produces a hydraulic jump where flow
transitions to subcritical [Grant et al., 1990] has sparked
inquiries into how jet and jump characteristics influence the
morphodynamics of river steps and are in turn controlled by
channel geometry [Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008]. Step‐
pool features can have submerged jets, where the flow is
affected by the water surface of the downstream pool or
tailwater, or free jets in which nappe flow occurs. Submerged drops can have either impinging jets, where the jet is
directed toward the bed of the downstream pool, or surface
jets, which are submerged in deeper pools and are therefore
directed in a downstream direction rather than directly at the
bed [Wu and Rajaratnam, 1998; Comiti and Lenzi, 2006;
Church and Zimmermann, 2007].
[7] Using flume studies with a horseshoe step, Pasternack
et al. [2006] illustrated that most of the energy dissipated as
flow moves from steps to pools results from potential energy
loss rather than velocity reduction, contrary to what they
suggest is a common misconception regarding mountain
rivers. Subsequently, Wyrick and Pasternack [2008] developed a model for calculating relative head loss through
individual step‐pool sequences in which nappe trajectory
and hydraulic jump regime are key variables. This model is
explained further below in the context of our study.
[8] Many of the studies discussed above have investigated possible hydraulic explanations for step‐pool formation, but few of these incorporate field data on velocity and
turbulence, instead relying on field measurements of step‐
pool geometry and/or laboratory experiments. Here we
report the results of detailed measurements of three‐
dimensional velocities and of bed topography in a step‐pool
channel in the Italian Dolomites, the Rio Cordon. These data
are used to investigate relationships between step architecture and hydraulics, including (1) how velocity and turbulence vary longitudinally and laterally, as a function of both
flow through step‐pool sequences and cross‐sectional morphology; (2) energy dissipation patterns across step‐pool
units; and (3) feedbacks between hydraulics and morphology.
Our field results are also compared to analogous hydraulics
data from a step‐pool stream with different hydroclimatic
conditions, East St. Louis Creek in the Colorado Rockies, in
order to contextualize the Rio Cordon data, to evaluate how
factors such as in‐stream wood influence relationships
between morphology and hydraulics, and to evaluate theories
for step‐pool formation.
[9] The work presented here builds on a pair of field studies
in East St. Louis Creek that evaluated the effect of bed form
type and discharge variations on velocity and turbulence in
step‐pool channels, using one‐dimensional measurements
with a electromagnetic current meter [Wohl and Thompson,
2000] and three‐dimensional measurements with a FlowTracker acoustic Doppler velocimeter [Wilcox and Wohl,
2007]. These studies documented spatial differences in
turbulence intensities between steps and pools [Wilcox and
Wohl, 2007] and suggest that higher‐energy dissipation
results from the wake‐generated turbulence and form drag
of step‐pool reaches compared to the bed‐generated turbulence found in more uniform gradient reaches such as
runs [Wohl and Thompson, 2000]. We also build on the
many investigations of reach‐scale variability in velocity
and turbulence using multidimensional measurements [e.g.,
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2. Methods

of Hs/L/S [Lenzi, 2001]. Other previous studies in the Rio
Cordon have investigated sediment yield and transport rates
[D’Agostino and Lenzi, 1999; Lenzi et al., 2003, 2004; Mao
et al., 2009], incipient sediment motion [Lenzi, 2004; Lenzi
et al., 2006a; Mao and Lenzi, 2007], bed load travel distance
[Lenzi, 2004], effective discharge [Lenzi et al., 2006b],
sediment sources [Fontana and Marchi, 2003], step‐pool
scour dynamics [Comiti et al., 2005], in‐stream wood
[Comiti et al., 2006], at‐a‐station hydraulic geometry
[Comiti et al., 2007], and automatic morphologic classification [Trevisani et al., 2010].
[12] The study reach we established for measurements of
flow hydraulics and bed topography in the Rio Cordon
spanned 120 m, the downstream end of which was
approximately 200 m upstream of the above mentioned
gaging station. This reach consisted of three subreaches,
each containing five distinct step‐pool sequences, separated
by cascade units (i.e., areas of tumbling flow without pools)
(Figure 2). We consider this a step‐pool reach [after
Montgomery and Buffington, 1997], although ambiguity
surrounding step‐pool terminology remains [Zimmermann
et al., 2008; Comiti and Mao, 2011] and some observers
would refer to this as a cascade reach containing step‐pool
units (which implies that steps are channel spanning) and
subunits (nonspanning steps) [Grant et al., 1990; Church
and Zimmermann, 2007].
[13] The gradient steepens from 0.10 m/m in the upper
two thirds of the study reach to 0.13 m/m in the downstream‐most portion. Bed sediments are typically poorly
imbricated, weakly rounded, and slab‐like, and steps are
formed by irregular transverse accumulations of boulders,
many of which may have been delivered to the study reach
in 1994, when a 50–70 year flood reorganized the channel
[Lenzi, 2001; Mao et al., 2009]. Median grain size in the 3
subreaches ranges from 140 to 220 mm, and the D84, which
is approximately representative of step‐forming clasts,
ranges from 410 to 480 mm. In‐stream wood is absent in the
study reach.

2.1. Study Area
[10] Our study area is the Rio Cordon, Italy, a step‐pool
channel in the eastern Italian Alps (i.e., the Dolomites)
(Figure 1). Precipitation averages 1100 mm/yr, the majority
of which is snow. Snowmelt generates late spring–early
summer peak flows, and summer and fall thunderstorms
produce many of the geomorphically effective discharges in
the Rio Cordon. Water discharge, suspended sediment, and
bed load fluxes have been automatically measured at intervals of less than 10 min on the Rio Cordon since 1986
[Lenzi et al., 1999, 2004; Mao et al., 2010]. The elevation of
the study site is approximately 1800 m, with a drainage area
of 5 km2. Basin lithology consists of dolomite, volcaniclastic conglomerate, and tuffaceous sandstone.
[11] The precipitation patterns and lithology in the Cordon basin combine to create a dynamic geomorphic setting
in which infrequent floods reorganize the channel. Lenzi
[2001] documents several such events, finding that a large
flood (RI >50–70 years) destabilized steps and increased
sediment transport sufficiently to partially fill pools and
lengthen step spacing, such that morphology transitions
from step‐pool to plane‐bed morphology. Subsequent
moderate floods then scour pools and reestablish the step
sequence, resulting in an evolution toward increasing values

2.2. Field Measurements
[14] Topographic and hydraulics measurements were
organized so as to be representative of the following positions
associated with step‐pool sequences: (1) steps, including
positions from approximately 1 m upstream of the step crest
to the crest, (2) pools (including both positions at the base of
the step riser and in the zone of accelerating flow downstream
of the hydraulic boil in pools), and (3) treads (areas other than
steps and pools, including runs between the downstream end
of the scour pool and the next step, and cascade units
with tumbling flow but lacking pools) [after Church and
Zimmermann, 2007]. In locations corresponding to steps,
pools, or treads, we established 42 cross sections for
topographic and velocity surveys, all of which were in
our middle and downstream subreaches. Cross‐section
spacing around step‐pool features was on the order of 1 m.
Fewer and more widely spaced measurements were performed in subsections of the study reach lacking step‐pool
features.
[15] At approximately 0.5 m cross‐channel intervals
along these cross sections, a SonTek FlowTracker acoustic
Doppler velocimeter (ADV) [SonTek, 2001; Rehmel, 2007]
was used to measure profiles of the downstream, cross‐

Figure 1. Hillshade digital elevation model of the Rio
Cordon basin; inset shows location in Italy.
Lamarre and Roy, 2005; Legleiter et al., 2007; MacVicar
and Roy, 2007].
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Figure 2. Longitudinal profile of thalweg (solid line) and water surface (dashed line) elevation in study
reach. Numbered subreaches are delineated at top, and step‐pool sequences are outlined (boxes). Additional information about step‐pool geometry and hydraulics is provided in Tables 2 and 3; numbering
of steps in Tables 2 and 3 is from upstream to downstream in each subreach.
stream, and vertical velocity components, which we denote as
u, v, and w, respectively. To supplement cross‐section‐based
measurements, additional velocity profiles were measured
along the thalweg in the upstream subreach and at additional
step and pool positions in the middle and downstream
subreaches. A total of 212 velocity profiles were measured. Each velocity profile consisted of measurements at
between 4 and 8 positions in the water column, at vertical
intervals of 0.1 to 0.2 times the local flow depth (d). At
each measurement position, a 90 s time series of three‐
dimensional velocities was recorded; issues associated
with record length are discussed by Buffin‐Bélanger and
Roy [2005] and Wilcox and Wohl [2007].
[16] Because we anticipated ADV data quality issues in
highly aerated and near‐boundary environments, as discussed further below, we supplemented our data set by
measuring velocity in selected locations using an Ott electromagnetic current meter (ECM). Electromagnetic current
meters (ECMs) have been shown to perform better than
ADVs in some settings [MacVicar et al., 2007]. The ECM
only produced information on downstream (u) velocities and
at 0.2 Hz (5 s averaging), however, so did not provide
multidimensional velocity data such as those provided by
the FlowTracker.
[17] Bed and water surface topography were surveyed
using a total station, including cross‐section and longitudinal profile (water surface and thalweg) surveys, locations
of ADV measurements, and grid surveys. Because measurements were guided by the location of steps, cross
sections were not always perpendicular to the channel or
parallel to each other. We used WinXSPro to calculate the
cross‐sectional flow area (A) and hydraulic radius (R) for
all cross sections. Topography and velocity measurement
locations for subreaches 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 3.
These contour maps were developed in Surfer by kriging

the topographic survey data, with break lines established at
bankfull locations. The resulting contour maps serve as
base maps onto which we overlay hydraulic data to illustrate spatial patterns, as presented below. The density of
topographic data in reach 3 was insufficient to develop
analogous maps in that subreach.
[18] Discharges during our surveys, which were completed in May and June 2004, ranged from 0.82 to 1.3 m3/s
(36%–57% of Qbf). Field measurements were completed
during a 2 week period of both considerable rainfall and
spring snowmelt, resulting in intradaily and interdaily discharge fluctuations.
2.3. Analysis
2.3.1. Step Geometry Data
[19] We used our survey data to calculate several measures of step‐pool geometry (Figure 4) for evaluation with
respect to hydraulics measurements. These include the following: (1) step height (Hs), the change in elevation from
the step crest to the deepest point of the scour pool below
the step; (2) step height to base (Hb), the change in bed
elevation from the step crest to the base of the step, which in
some cases occurs upstream of the deepest point of the scour
pool; (3) step length (L), the distance from a step crest to the
crest of the next downstream step; (4) the ratio of step height
to step length (Hs/L); (5) the ratio of step height/step length/
bed gradient for each subreach, based on reach gradient and
the average of Hs/L values [(Hs =L)/S]; (6) distance between
the step crest and the deepest point of the downstream pool
(Lcs), where a value of Lcs = 0 would indicate a vertical
overfall from the step crest and the deepest point of the pool
being directly below the step crest (i.e., Hs = Hb); (7) drop
height (z), the elevation difference between successive step
crests; and (8) residual pool depth (dr), the difference
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Figure 3. Contour maps of bed topography and photos of (a) subreach 1 and (b) subreach 2. Lines show
location of cross sections around which velocity measurements were organized, with corresponding cross‐
section numbers at left. Dots represent velocity measurement locations. Top and bottom photographs
illustrate upper and lower portions of each subreach, respectively.
between Hs and z, which is referred to as scour depth by
some authors [e.g., Chartrand and Whiting, 2000].
[20] Terminology and abbreviations for step‐pool geometry are variable in the published literature. Many of our
metrics of step‐pool geometry follow the conventions of
Church and Zimmermann [2007], although some variables

are abbreviated differently to avoid confusion with nomenclature used in energy dissipation calculations.
2.3.2. Velocity and Turbulence Data
[21] We calculated mean velocity for each velocity time
series, for the u, v, and w components (U, V, and W are the

Figure 4. Sketch showing metrics of step‐pool geometry and energy dissipation, modified from a combination of Church and Zimmermann [2007] and Wyrick and Pasternack [2008].
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Figure 5. Spatial variation in vertically averaged downstream velocities (U, in m/s) for (left) subreach 1
and (right) subreach 2, with histograms showing U distributions in step, pool, and tread units (differences
between these units are significant, p < 0.001). Base maps showing topography and cross‐section locations are the same as in Figure 3.

mean downstream, cross‐stream, and vertical velocity for
a time series). We then calculated the vertically averaged
velocity within each profile. Nondimensionalizing velocity
measurements can facilitate comparison between study
sites and discharges. For example, measured velocities can
be nondimensionalized by dividing by shear velocity (u*),
a fundamental velocity scale that is most commonly
determined from (1) channel slope and dimensions, u* =
(gRS)0.5 (g is gravitational acceleration, R is hydraulic
radius); (2) the logarithmic law of the wall; or (3) measured distributions of Reynolds stresses near the bed
[Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993]. Each of these approaches is
problematic for steep, rough channels such as our field
area, however. The first approach assumes uniform flow
and is highly sensitive to the length over which S is
calculated, the second approach is based on a logarithmic
velocity profile (many of our profiles are nonlogarithmic,
as is typical of steep channels [Jarrett, 1984; Byrd et al.,
2000]), and the third approach requires near‐bed velocity
data that is beyond current measurement technologies in
steep, rough channels. In light of these challenges, we
present both velocities in their original, dimensioned
terms and in dimensionless terms.

[22] Nondimensionalization is achieved by the first of the
approaches described above:
Uþ ¼

U
U
¼ pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ;
u*
gRS

ð1Þ

where U + is dimensionless downstream velocity. To calculate u* in (1), we use R values calculated for each cross
section, thereby accounting for the effect of discharge
fluctuations during our field session, and reach‐average
values of S. The cross‐stream and vertical components of
velocity can be similarly nondimensionalized (producing V +
and W +, respectively). An additional dimensionless representation of velocity is provided by calculation of local
Froude number [U/(gd)0.5] at each measurement location.
[23] To characterize the fluctuating components of
velocity and thus turbulence, root mean squares of each
velocity time series were calculated for the u, v, and
w components (RMSu, RMSv, and RMSw respectively)
[Clifford and French, 1993; Middleton and Wilcock, 1994].
An overall turbulence intensity (TI) was calculated as the
average of RMSu, RMSv, and RMSw, and a dimensionless
RMS was calculated for each component by dividing RMS
by velocity vector magnitude (RMS+u , RMS+v , and RMS+w).
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Table 1. Hydraulics Data, Averaged for Each Cross Section, for Subreaches 1 and 2a
Cross Section

Type

Q (m3/s)

U (m/s)

V (m/s)

W (m/s)

U+

V+

W+

Fr

TI (m/s)

RMS+u

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

tread
tread
tread
step
step
pool
tread
step
pool
tread
step
pool
pool
pool
tread
tread
step
step
pool
pool
tread
step
pool
tread
step
step
pool
tread
step
pool
tread
step
pool
step
pool
tread
tread
step
pool
pool
tread
step

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.5
1.9
1.6
1.4
1.6
0.6
1.0
1.1
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.1
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.2
1.4
0.6
0.6
1.0
0.9
1.2
1.3
1.1
0.5
0.9
1.1
0.6
0.7
1.4
0.7
1.1
0.6
0.4
0.3
1.3
0.6
0.5
0.8
1.2

−0.1
0.0
−0.2
0.3
0.4
−0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.1
−0.1
0.1
0.0
−0.1
‐
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
−0.1
−0.1
‐
0.2
0.2
0.4

0.1
−0.1
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
−0.1
−0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.1
−0.1
0.0
0.1
‐
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
−0.1
‐
0.1
0.0
−0.1

2.5
4.1
3.2
3.4
3.9
0.8
1.9
2.1
0.8
1.4
1.6
1.9
1.5
1.1
1.0
1.3
1.8
2.4
2.9
1.0
1.0
1.9
1.5
2.8
3.0
2.4
0.9
1.4
1.8
1.3
1.7
3.2
1.4
2.5
1.1
0.7
0.5
3.3
1.0
0.9
1.7
2.7

−0.2
0.1
−0.4
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
−0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
−0.1
0.0
0.5
0.2
−0.1
0.1
0.0
−0.1
‐
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.0
−0.1
−0.1
0.0
0.0
−0.4
‐
0.3
0.5
0.9

0.1
−0.3
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
−0.3
−0.2
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2
−0.3
0.0
0.3
‐
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.0
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
−0.1
‐
0.2
0.1
−0.2

0.7
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.4
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.8

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
‐
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
‐
0.3
0.2
0.2

0.3
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
‐
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.6
‐
0.6
0.3
0.2

a

Values shown as 0.0 are rounded from within ±0.05; cells shown as “-” indicate that no data were retained after filtering for the given parameter.

Vertical averages of these values were calculated for each
profile, similarly as for mean velocities, and were then used
to evaluate longitudinal and lateral variations in hydraulics.
Although the 1 Hz frequency of the FlowTracker ADV is
inadequate for detailed turbulence analysis, the RMS values
provide an approximate measure of turbulence intensities
and facilitate comparisons.
[24] Velocities measured using acoustic methods are
subject to errors as a result of factors including air bubbles
in the flow [Rodriguez et al., 1999], aliasing [Goring and
Nikora, 2002]; and Doppler noise [Nikora and Goring,
1998], among other factors [MacVicar et al., 2007;
Rehmel, 2007]. These problems are especially acute in steep,
aerated channels with shallow depths and rough beds [Vallé
and Pasternack, 2002; Wilcox and Wohl, 2007], posing
challenges for multidimensional velocity and turbulence
measurements and precluding the use of higher‐frequency
ADVs used in hydraulics studies in larger, lower‐gradient
streams and laboratories (see overview by Buffin‐Bélanger
and Roy [2005]).
[25] Extensive filtering of FlowTracker data was therefore
required to address limitations on ADV performance in the
Rio Cordon [Wilcox and Wohl, 2007]. First, we removed 1 s

velocity measurements with signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR)
<10 dB, the manufacturer’s lower recommended limit for
optimal operating conditions [SonTek, 2001]. SNR measures
the strength of the reflected acoustic signal compared to
instrument noise for each velocity reading and is reported by
the instrument as an indicator of data quality [SonTek,
2001]. Next, spikes were removed, where spikes are
defined as data points >3 standard deviations away from the
time series mean calculated after SNR filtering. Each time
series was then plotted and individual data points (or entire
time series) that appeared to represent aliasing or other noise
were removed. For example, time series with large scatter
and near‐zero means in the downstream component were
typically assumed to represent noise and were eliminated.
Finally, we eliminated time series with fewer than 60
data points remaining after filtering and time series with
RMS+ > 2. The same basic filtering approach was employed
by Wilcox and Wohl [2007] and is described further therein.
After elimination of ADV profiles using these filtering steps
and substitution with ECM data where available, ECM
measurements accounted for 18% of our velocity data set. As
a further means of evaluating ADV and ECM measurements,
we also back calculated the average velocity along each cross
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Figure 6. Spatial variation in vertically averaged vertical velocities (W, in m/s) for (left) subreach 1 and
(right) subreach 2, with histograms showing W distributions in step, pool, and tread units (differences
between these units are marginally significant, p = 0.04). Positive values denote flow away from the
bed, and negative values indicate flow toward the bed. Base maps showing topography and cross‐section
locations are the same as in Figure 3.
section by continuity, combining discharge data from the
downstream gaging station and surveyed cross‐sectional flow
areas.
2.3.3. Energy Dissipation
[26] We calculated energy dissipation associated with
step‐pool sequences using the general energy equation with
modifications to account for jump submergence, following
methods developed for studying natural hydraulic jumps in
mountain channels [Pasternack et al., 2006; Wyrick and
Pasternack, 2008]. The general energy equation expresses
flow energy between any two sections of channel as follows:
"

Zup þ dup þ

"

#U 2
2g

# #
up

&
" 2#
'
#U
¼ Zdown þ ddown þ
þ hL ;
2g down
ð2Þ

where the subscripts “up” and “down” refer to upstream and
downstream sections, respectively, Z is bed elevation, d is
flow depth, aU2/2g is velocity head, which represents kinetic
energy from fluid motion and a is a coefficient that accounts
for velocity variations across a section, and hL is head loss,
which represents energy dissipation as a result of the conversion of mechanical energy to heat [Henderson, 1966;

Roberson and Crowe, 1997]. The energy coefficient a in
(2) is often assumed to equal one, which implies that
velocities do not vary across the section. If a is similar at
upstream and downstream sections, it can be neglected in
calculation of hL.
[27] Equation (2) can be applied to calculation of energy
dissipation through step‐pool sequences, taking into account
the degree of hydraulic jump submergence. Submergence
occurs when the tailwater (pool) depth is high enough to
affect flow over the crest [Wu and Rajaratnam, 1996] and
the jump is upstream of the break in the water surface
slope produced by plunging flow from the upstream step
[Leutheusser and Birk, 1991; Wyrick and Pasternack,
2008]. With slight variations from the notation of Pasternack
et al. [2006] and Wyrick and Pasternack [2008], the energy
equation (2) can thus be expressed as follows:
Estep ¼ H þ Hs ¼ hd þ dpool ¼ Epool þ hL ;

ð3Þ

where the subscripts “up” and “down” in (2) are replaced with
“step” and “pool,” denoting locations at the step crest and in the
pool downstream, respectively; Estep and Epool are total energy
at the step crest and in the pool downstream, respectively; H is
specific energy (velocity head plus flow depth) at the step crest;
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dimensionless upstream energy and incorporates information about both discharge and step height. Submergence can
be nondimensionalized as hd/H, which is indicative of the
hydraulic jump regime [Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008].
[29] These calculations were performed for each step‐
pool sequence in subreaches 1 and 2 in order to evaluate
energy dissipation patterns, using velocity measurements to
calculate cross‐section‐averaged velocity, cross‐section
surveys to calculate wetted width at the time of surveys, and
back‐calculated flow depths from continuity. To evaluate
the sensitivity of energy dissipation calculations to variations in a, we calculated a for several of our cross sections,
as the average of cubed velocities for subsections of the
channel divided by the cube of the cross‐section‐averaged
velocity [Dingman, 2009].

3. Results

Figure 7. Distributions of vertically averaged cross‐stream
velocities (V, in m/s) in step, pool, and tread units (differences between these units are not significant, p = 0.13). Positive values denote flow toward the left bank, and negative
values indicate flow toward the right bank.
Hs (step height) is equal to Zstep – Zpool; and hd is a submergence
variable equal to hL plus downstream (pool) velocity head
(Figure 4). Where hydraulic jumps are not submerged, energy
loss (hL) is simply Estep – Epool. For the case of a fully submerged jump, the velocity head at the downstream location
represents the head loss, as is evident by rearrangement of
(3) [Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008].
[28] Energy loss (hL) can be nondimensionalized to provide a measure of fractional energy dissipation (i.e., relative
head loss):
hL
:
H þ HS

ð4Þ

Energy on the upstream side of the step can be nondimensionalized as well, where (H + Hs)/H represents

[30] To illustrate the relationship between the morphology
of step‐pool structures and hydraulics, vertically averaged
downstream (U) velocities at each measurement point are
overlain on TINs representing the bed topography of subreaches 1 and 2, with accompanying histograms of velocity
distributions for each morphology type (Figure 5). Hydraulics data are summarized in Table 1 as well. As is expected
and intuitive, a general pattern of flow acceleration toward
and over step crests and deceleration as it plunges into pools
was present. Downstream velocities were highest above
steps, where, across all step measurements locations, they
averaged 1.2 (±0.47) m/s (U + = 2.5 ± 1.2), and lowest in
pools (U = 0.68 ± 0.42 m/s; U + = 1.1 ± 0.7); tread locations
were intermediate (U = 1.0 ± 0.50 m/s; U + = 1.8 ± 0.97).
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicates that these differences are significant (p < 0.001 for both U and U +).
[31] Vertical (W) velocities were highest in pools (W =
0.12 ± 0.17 m/s; W + = 0.22 ± 0.28, where positive values
denote upward flow moving away from the bed), with
marginally significant differences between bed form types
(p = 0.04 for both W and W +). Negative W values, indicating
flow toward the bed, were most commonly found in treads
and areas approaching steps, whereas positive W values
were most common in pools (Figure 6). Cross‐stream (V)
velocities did not show consistent patterns with morphology
type (p = 0.13 for variation between step, pool, and tread
positions; Figure 7), however, and are not plotted over
contour base maps as for U and W components. Locally
high V values occurred where oblique steps produced lateral
flow. Turbulence intensities did not vary between morphology types either (Figure 8; for TI, p = 0.43; for RMS+u ,
p = 0.13), contrary to our expectation that pools would
have higher TI values.
[32] As comparison between the magnitudes of the U and
W components indicates (Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1),
velocities were dominated by the downstream component
but vertical flow away from the bed was evident in pools, as
a result of impinging jets and roller eddies. The magnitudes
of downstream (U) and vertical (W) velocity components
were uncorrelated in pools or elsewhere, such that lower
downstream velocities did not necessarily correlate with
stronger vertical flow components.
[33] Although the histograms in Figure 5 and the ANOVA
show clear differences in downstream velocities between
steps, pools, and treads, patterns of velocity differences
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Figure 9. Cross‐section geometry across a “leaky” step‐
pool sequence (reach 2, step 1). Plots have 4X vertical exaggeration and use consistent scaling with each other, although
distance between sections is exaggerated. Horizontal lines
across each cross section are drawn as to connect surveyed
water’s edge locations on the left and right banks. Actual
water surface was typically not horizontal, however, as is
evident in the inset photograph of the step‐pool sequence
plotted here.
flow traveling into the downstream pool. Variability in pool
velocities as a result of the morphologic variations described
above was especially marked, with high‐velocity jets
through pools exceeding 1 m/s but modes of pool velocities
<0.5 m/s (Figure 5). Energy coefficients (a), which provide a
measure of lateral variations in velocity along cross sections,
averaged 1.5 for a subset of our cross sections, with no
Table 2. Step Geometry Data for Subreaches 1–3, Calculated
From Longitudinal Profile Surveya
Step

Figure 8. Distributions of vertically averaged turbulence
intensities (TI) in step, pool, and tread units (differences
between these units are not significant, p = 0.43). Turbulence intensity is calculated as the average of RMSu, RMSv,
and RMSw components.
between step and pool locations are obscured by lateral
variations in velocity along a given cross section on a step
crest or in a pool. The lateral arrangement of most steps
differed from an idealized step that spans the channel perpendicular to the banks and at a consistent elevation, producing critical depth at the crest and damming of the
upstream tread and pool (“ponded” steps). Instead, many
steps were what we refer to as “leaky,” with cross‐stream
variability in the topography of step crests as a result of the
arrangement of boulder accumulations and/or gaps between
boulders in step crests (e.g., Figure 9). Likewise, many pools
had flattened boulders mantling portions of their bed, causing cross‐channel variations in pool depth. These morphologic variations in turn produced considerable variability in
velocity and turbulence, as well as in the associated spill
resistance, energy dissipation and jet characteristics, of the

Reach 1
1
2
3
4
5
Mean
Reach 2
1
2
3
4
5
Mean
Reach 3
1
2
3
4
5
Mean
Grand mean
Standard deviation
Maximum
Minimum

Hb (m) Hs (m) L (m) Hs/L Lcs (m) z (m) dr (m)
1.18
1.16
0.75
0.61
0.54
0.85

1.59
1.16
0.84
0.71
0.54
0.97

8.80
4.51
4.81
4.47
3.79
5.28

0.18
0.26
0.17
0.16
0.14
0.18

1.05
1.67
0.61
0.73
0.36
0.88

1.11
1.01
0.47
0.31
0.51
0.68

0.48
0.15
0.37
0.40
0.03
0.29

0.91
0.50
0.46
0.50
0.58
0.59

1.00
0.58
0.46
0.80
0.72
0.71

3.13
2.93
3.06
2.40
5.61
3.43

0.32
0.20
0.15
0.33
0.13
0.23

0.97
1.24
0.84
1.11
0.67
0.97

0.69
0.49
0.33
0.03
0.42
0.39

0.31
0.09
0.13
0.77
0.30
0.32

0.46
0.53
0.56
0.24
1.08
0.57
0.67
0.28
1.18
0.24

0.69
0.65
0.62
0.57
1.22
0.75
0.81
0.31
1.59
0.46

3.15
4.28
2.87
1.25
7.64
3.84
4.18
1.97
8.80
1.25

0.22
0.15
0.22
0.46
0.16
0.24
0.22
0.09
0.46
0.13

0.41
1.00
1.03
0.54
1.83
0.96
0.94
0.42
1.83
0.36

0.23
0.59
0.10
0.21
0.91
0.41
0.49
0.32
1.11
0.03

0.46
0.06
0.52
0.36
0.31
0.34
0.32
0.20
0.77
0.03

a
Steps are shown in Figure 2, and metrics are illustrated in Figure 4.
Variables are as follows: Hb, step height, measured from step crest to step
base; Hs, step height, measured from step crest to pool bottom; L, step
length; Lcs, distance from step crest to pool bottom; z, drop height, the
elevation difference between successive step crests; dr, residual pool depth
(Hs − z).
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Table 3. Energy Dissipation Calculations, Where Values Calculated “Upstream” and “Downstream” are for Cross Sections Measured
Along Step Crests and in the Pool Below Each Step, Respectivelya
Upstream (Step Crest)
Step

Downstream (Pool)

Q Hs dstep wstep Ustep (U2/2g)step H Estep
dpool
wpool Upool (U2/2g)pool Hpool hd
hL
(m3/s) (m) (m) (m) (m/s)
(m)
(m) (m) (H + Hs)/H (m) dpool/H (m) (m/s)
(m)
(m) (m) hd/H (m) hL/(H + Hs)

Reach 1
1
1.1 1.59 0.19
2
0.96 1.16 0.17
3
0.83 0.84 0.24
4
0.86 0.71 0.20
5
1.0 0.54 0.25
Reach 2
1
0.97 1.00 0.13
2
1.0 0.34 0.28
3
1.1 0.58 0.26
4
1.0 0.46 0.17
5
0.97 0.80 0.14

4.2
5.0
4.5
3.3
3.9

1.39
1.12
0.78
1.29
1.03

0.10
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.05

0.29
0.23
0.27
0.29
0.31

1.9
1.4
1.1
1.0
0.8

6.5
6.0
4.1
3.5
2.8

0.40
0.40
0.27
0.33
0.25

1.4
1.7
1.0
1.1
0.8

4.9
5.1
4.2
4.3
4.7

0.57
0.46
0.73
0.60
0.85

0.02
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.04

0.41
0.41
0.30
0.35
0.29

1.5
0.99
0.84
0.67
0.60

5.1
4.2
3.1
2.3
1.9

1.47
0.98
0.81
0.65
0.56

0.78
0.70
0.73
0.65
0.66

6.6
3.4
3.0
5.6
5.5

1.13
1.10
1.37
1.10
1.28

0.07
0.06
0.10
0.06
0.08

0.20
0.35
0.35
0.23
0.22

1.2
0.7
0.9
0.7
1.0

6.1
2.0
2.7
3.0
4.6

0.24
0.42
0.28
0.29
0.44

1.2
1.2
0.8
1.2
2.0

4.4
4.2
5.2
5.6
3.9

0.93
0.61
0.73
0.64
0.56

0.04
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.28
0.43
0.31
0.31
0.45

0.96
0.27
0.65
0.40
0.58

4.9
0.8
1.9
1.7
2.6

0.91
0.25
0.62
0.38
0.57

0.76
0.37
0.67
0.55
0.56

a
Variables are as follows: Q, discharge at the time of measurements; Hs, step height; d, flow depth; w, wetted width; U, cross section average velocity;
U2/2g, velocity head; H, specific energy (depth plus velocity head); E, total energy; (H + Hs)/H, dimensionless energy; dpool/H, relative depth; hd,
submergence; hd/H, relative submergence; hL, head loss; hL/(H + Hs), relative head.

systematic differences between steps and pools, and were
deemed to be sufficiently similar to justify neglecting them in
the energy dissipation calculations (equation (2)) presented
below.
[34] To further evaluate hydraulic relationships to morphology, we calculated metrics describing the geometry of
each step‐pool sequence in our study reach (Table 2).
Average step height (Hs) was 0.67 ± 0.28 m and average
step length (L) was 4.2 ± 2.0 m, resulting in average Hs/L of
0.22 ± 0.09. Reach 1 had both the highest and longest steps,
resulting in a slightly lower Hs/L than in the other subreaches (Table 1). Reach 1 also had the lowest (Hs =L)/S, 1.5,
versus (Hs =L)/S values of 2.3 and 2.4 in subreaches 2 and 3,
respectively. Average distance from crest to base (Lcs) was
0.94 ± 0.42 m. Average residual pool depth was 0.32 ±
0.20 m, although several pools were very poorly developed, with residual depths less than 0.15 m, as a result of
boulders mantling the pool bottom and inhibiting scour.
No consistent pattern of either contractions or constrictions
of the channel between step crests and pools was observed,
and width changes between steps and pools were not
related to step height (r2 = 0.05).
[35] Calculations of fractional energy dissipation
(equation (3)) showed that step‐pool sequences in our study
reach dissipate an average of approximately two thirds of the
energy as flow moves from the step crest to the downstream
pool (mean of relative head loss = 0.64 ± 0.12; range = 0.37–
0.78 for individual step‐pool sequences; Table 3). At the low
end of the energy dissipation values was step 2 in reach
2 (0.37), the lowest step in our study reach and one that,
instead of a distinct overfall, descended from step crest to
pool as a ramp (Lcs = 1.24 m). Most head loss from steps to
pools resulted from elevation changes (potential energy loss)
rather than velocity reduction. Specific energy increased
across many of our step‐pool units (i.e., the increase in flow
depths from step crest to pool was greater than the reduction
in velocity head; Table 3), but a positive energy grade line
(Eup > Edown) was maintained.
[36] The spatial pattern of measured Froude numbers in
our study reaches also illustrates variations in flow regime
(Figure 10). Froude numbers exceeded 1 (i.e., supercritical
flow) at only a few locations, all of which are either at or

approaching step crests. In some cases, supercritical flow
that we observed at step crests could not be measured
because flow depths were too small for ADV measurements,
but typically supercritical flow did not spread across the
entire step crest because of the geometric irregularities discussed above. All nonstep measurement locations had subcritical flow.
[37] Figure 11 shows dimensionless upstream energy
versus dimensionless submergence for Cordon steps, along
with lines differentiating jump regimes [U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, 1948; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008]. This
illustrates that our steps are divided approximately equally
between classic hydraulic jumps, where the jump occurs
near the base of the step, and pushed‐off jumps where the
jump is found downstream from the base. These differing
jump regimes reflect the morphology of the step‐pool
sequence; steps in which flow tumbles over boulders without
a single, distinct vertical drop produced sloping jets and
pushed‐off jumps. None of the steps plot above the top
curve, which represents the threshold above which supercritical flow persists through the step‐pool sequence, without
a hydraulic jump, a result that is consistent with calculated
Froude numbers below one in all pool locations (Figures 10
and 11). Nor do any steps plot in the drowned jump regime,
which represents “submerged jumps with a strong upstream
recirculation” [Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008, paragraph 33].
Although some individual time series of velocity measurements included negative U values in pools, indicative of
upstream flow, widespread evidence of upstream recirculation was not observed in our velocity data.

4. Discussion
4.1. Feedbacks Between Hydraulics and Morphology
[38] Feedbacks between hydraulics and morphology are
evident at scales of individual step‐pool units, sequences of
steps and pools, and along cross sections. At the scale of
individual step‐pool units, hydraulics reflect step height, the
arrangement and shape of bed particles both in the step crest
and below the step, and pool shape. Many steps in the Rio
Cordon, rather than forming a consistent “drop structure” of
clasts across the channel, are nonlinear and/or oblique to the
flow, produce what has been referred to as nappe interfer-
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Figure 10. Spatial variation in Froude number for (left) subreach 1 and (right) subreach 2, with histograms showing Fr distributions in step, pool, and tread units. Both supercritical (Fr > 1) and subcritical
(Fr < 1) are found in step and tread positions, but flow is exclusively subcritical in all pool positions. Base
maps showing topography and cross‐section locations are the same as in Figure 3.

ence [Marion et al., 2004; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008],
and have gaps through which high‐velocity jets pass into
downstream pools (e.g., Figure 9). Lateral variation in the
morphology and hydraulics of step crests appears to produce
a feedback whereby high velocities are maintained through
step‐pool sequences, flow resistance is smaller compared to
the case of spanning steps that dam the flow, and high
transport capacities reduce the likelihood that clasts will be
deposited to fill gaps in steps. Lateral and longitudinal
variations are therefore coupled. In addition, some steps are
oblique to the banks, setting up lateral flow components and
directing stresses toward banks rather than toward downstream pools.
[39] Flume experiments have suggested that differences in
step configurations, such as tranverse versus oblique planforms, are attributable to stream power variations [Weichert
et al., 2008]. We observed substantial architectural variability in step‐pool sequences exposed to similar stream
powers (i.e., within the same subreach), however, suggesting that random local factors (e.g., protruding boulders from
the banks, partial step failures from toe erosion) promote
such variability.
[40] Feedbacks also arise from particle shape, which affects
imbrication, protrusion, and mobility. Many boulders in

Figure 11. Dimensionless upstream energy (step head)
versus dimensionless (relative) submergence for Cordon
steps, with lines differentiating jump regimes.
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Table 4. Comparison of Step‐Pool Study Sites in Rio Cordon,
Italy, and East St. Louis Creek, Colorado

Precipitation (mm/yr)
Drainage area (km2)
Reach gradient
Elevation (m)
Geology

Grain size D50 (mm)
Grain size D84 (mm)
Channel width (m)

Cordon

East St. Louis

1100
5
0.12
1800
dolomite,
volcaniclastic
conglomerate,
tuffaceous sandstone
170
410–480
5–6

700
8
0.10
2920
gneiss,
schist,
granitic
78
260
4

the Cordon are slab‐like and flattened (Figures 3 and 9). As
step formers, such boulders produce lower frontal area and
associated drag and damming of the flow than rounded
clasts. Slabby boulders also often mantle the bed of pools as
well, limiting scour. Pool scour often only occurs further
downstream of the step, beyond the impingement point of
the step’s jet, where sediment is finer, resulting in the Lcs
values cited above. Many of the Cordon boulders appear
poorly imbricated and unstable, based on their instability
underfoot.
[41] Although our study focuses on spatial aspects of
relationships between step‐pool morphology and hydraulics,
the nature and strength of feedbacks likely varies temporally
as well, as a function both of discharge [Wilcox and Wohl,
2007; Wyrick and Pasternack, 2008; Comiti et al., 2009a]
and of time since channel‐altering floods and subsequent
channel evolution. As discharge increases and bed forms
become increasingly submerged, flow resistance decreases,
hydraulics become less sensitive to bed irregularities
[Wilcox and Wohl, 2006; Comiti et al., 2009a], and a transition from impinging jets and nappe flow to surface jets
and/or skimming flow occurs. Large floods (or debris flows
[Gintz et al., 1996]) can remove steps by mobilization of
step‐forming clasts or by downstream scour that undermines
steps [Lenzi, 2001; Curran, 2007; Molnar et al., 2010], but
can also rearrange particles in a way that initiates new steps;
subsequent flows may continue to adjust step architecture
and morphology. In the Rio Cordon, boulders found in
pools, which limit pool depth and contribute to the maintenance of high velocities through pools, may have once
been step formers that were undermined from downstream
and collapsed into downstream pools [Lenzi, 2001]. The net
effect of the interactions between hydraulics and morphology discussed above may be channel evolution toward some
new morphologic state, in the case where positive feedbacks
outweigh negative ones, or, where negative feedbacks predominate, maintenance of stable channel form.
[42] The feedbacks highlighted above also have implications for efforts to model flow resistance in step‐pool
channels (e.g., the work of Comiti et al. [2007], which is
based on data from the Rio Cordon). For example, relationships between step geometry and flow resistance [e.g.,
Canovaro and Solari, 2007] and the partitioning of total
resistance among spill and other components [David et al.,
2011] are likely influenced by details of step architecture
such as leakiness or planform orientation and associated
effects on velocity and turbulence variations. The effect of
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step leakiness on flow resistance is analogous to how drag
and flow resistance produced by in‐stream wood can vary
depending on the porosity of wood jams [Manners et al.,
2007], suggesting similarities between the challenges of
modeling flow resistance associated with in‐stream wood and
step‐pool units.
4.2. Comparison to East St. Louis Creek, Colorado
[43] To further evaluate and contextualize our Rio Cordon
data, here we compare the Rio Cordon to East St. Louis
(ESL) Creek in the Colorado Rocky Mountains, USA.
Previously we reported the results of FlowTracker ADV
data collection in East St. Louis Creek at thalweg positions
along step‐pool sequences at five different discharges
[Wilcox and Wohl, 2007]. East St. Louis Creek and the Rio
Cordon have similar gradients, drainage areas, and subalpine settings, but differ in terms of climate, lithology, and
wood loading (Table 4). The Rio Cordon has higher annual
precipitation, flashier flows, and higher sediment supply.
Although the Cordon has coarser bed material, the granitic
lithology of ESL results in rounded boulders that are stable
underfoot, in contrast to the more elongate and flat grains in
the Cordon. In‐stream wood is nearly absent in the Cordon
study reach as a result of anthropogenic and natural factors;
approximately 7% of the area upstream of our study reach is
forested. In contrast, East St. Louis Creek has relatively
abundant in‐stream wood, 210 m3 of wood/ha of channel
[Wohl and Jaeger, 2009], with a contributing area that is
largely forested and undisturbed by anthropogenic land
uses.
[44] Many of the general characteristics of flow over step‐
pool sequences noted at ESL also describe the Rio Cordon.
Both streams have a marked three‐dimensional flow structure, albeit with downstream velocities as the largest components, and show significant variations in turbulence
intensities and downstream (U) velocities with morphologic
position (e.g., step versus pool) [Wilcox and Wohl, 2007].
Notable differences are evident, however, based on comparison of the Cordon data to data from ESL collected
during analogous high‐flow conditions (45–80% of Qbf;
similar to during our Cordon measurements). Dimensionless
downstream velocities (U+) in ESL averaged 1.4 ± 1.1 in
steps, 0.31 ± 0.45 in pools, and 1.1 ± 0.88 in treads. The step
and pool averages are substantially lower than in the Cordon, although tread averages are similar (Figure 12, top). In
addition, dimensionless turbulence intensities (RMS+u ) are
higher in ESL pools than in Cordon pools (Figure 12, bottom). These results are consistent with Comiti et al.’s [2007]
finding that reach‐scale flow velocities in the Rio Cordon,
as measured using salt dilution measurements, appear to be
consistently higher than in other step‐pool streams of similar
gradient, illustrating how hydraulics at the step‐pool scale
(i.e., leaky steps and fast pools in the Cordon) scale up to
the reach scale.
[45] The distinct step‐pool hydraulics in the two channels
can be attributed to differences in step architecture and
resulting jet characteristics. Whereas all steps in the Rio
Cordon are formed by boulders and often have the type of
gaps or other irregularities described above, steps in ESL are
typically composed of a combination of clasts and wood. The
wood steps in ESL produce channel‐spanning obstructions,
with ponding of flow upstream, critical flow across the entire
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Figure 12. Comparison of (top) dimensionless downstream velocity (U +) and (bottom) dimensionless
turbulence intensity (RMS+u ) between Rio Cordon and East St. Louis Creek by bed form type (step, pool,
and tread).
crest, and a more vertical overfall downstream, resulting in
greater spill resistance and slower, more turbulent pools. The
presence of wood in the ESL steps does not result in greater
step height, however (mean Hs in ESL was 0.54 ± 0.24 m,
compared to 0.81 ± 0.31 m in the Cordon; Table 2), contrary
to our expectations (based on the work of MacFarlane and
Wohl [2003]). The greater step height in the Cordon is
likely a result of larger grain sizes (Table 4); grain size is often
cited as a primary control on step height [Grant et al., 1990;
Chin, 1999].
[46] Our longer‐term observations of these systems suggest that East St. Louis Creek is very stable compared to the
Rio Cordon in terms of the frequency of step‐destabilizing
floods and channel reorganization. Several events that at least
partially mobilized step‐forming clasts have been observed in
the Rio Cordon in the last two decades [Mao et al., 2010],
whereas steps have been largely stable in ESL during
nearly two decades of observations. Also, in the Rio Cordon
the surface D50 of the bed is mobilized at approximately
bankfull flows [Lenzi et al., 2006b], which contrasts to observations in more stable stepped channels [Bunte et al.,
2010]. These observations highlight the combined effects of
lithology, sediment supply, wood availability, and precipitation volumes and patterns on step architecture, mobility and

energy dissipation. Our observations are consistent with
analysis of sediment mobility in step‐pool channels, including ESL, over a broader range of hydroclimatic conditions
[Wohl and Jaeger, 2009; Mao et al., 2010], and with our
observations of step‐pool channels along the west coast of
New Zealand’s South Island, where a combination of high
precipitation, high sediment supply, and schist lithology that
produces flattened, platy boulders result in dynamic, mobile
channels despite large bed material sizes (D84 ∼ 1 m) [Wohl
and Wilcox, 2005]. These observations are also consistent
with findings from gravel bed channels suggesting that higher
sediment supply, especially of size fractions smaller than the
dominant bed material size, increases the mobility of bed
material [Wilcock, 1998; Venditti et al., 2010].
[47] Step mobility and stability can viewed in the context
of the above discussion of feedbacks. Step‐pool channels
that maintain stable morphology for longer periods can be
expected to exhibit negative feedbacks between hydraulics
and morphology that maintain some existing channel form.
In contrast, more dynamic step‐pool streams, with more
frequent floods and greater sediment supply, may have
positive feedbacks between hydraulics and morphology
driving evolution of the channel toward a new morphologic
state. Alternatively, more dynamic step‐pool channels may
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largely be governed by nonfluvial processes, including
landslides, debris flows and woody debris input, that trump
feedbacks between hydraulics and morphology as a control
on channel form.
[48] Step architecture and hydraulics in the Cordon and
ESL can be evaluated with respect to a recent theory for step
formation, the jammed state hypothesis [Church and
Zimmermann, 2007]. This hypothesis suggests that boulder steps represent a “jammed state” in which grains can
organize into channel‐spanning force chains under certain
combinations of channel width (w) and grain size, where the
jamming ratio is w/D84(step) and lower ratios correspond to
greater step stability [Church and Zimmermann, 2007]. Step
formation is thus governed by ratios between channel width
and boulder diameter; applied shear stress and stress needed
to mobilize the bed; and bed material supply and discharge
[Zimmermann et al., 2010]. The jamming ratios in the
Cordon and ESL are approximately 12 and 15, respectively
(see Table 4 for w and D84), suggesting that Cordon steps
would be more stable according to the jammed state
hypothesis. The observations described above suggest that
wood load and particle shape can influence step stability in a
manner that is not predicted by the jamming ratio. As noted
above, many of the steps in the Cordon have gaps and
therefore are not organized into channel‐spanning force
chains. Nonetheless, another recent field study, where elevated sediment transport rates were documented following
step destruction by an exceptional flood in the Erlenbach,
Switzerland, appears to support the jammed state hypothesis
[Turowski et al., 2009].
[49] Comparison of the Cordon and ESL results suggests
that the jammed state hypothesis needs to be modified to
account for the stabilizing effect of abundant in‐stream
wood pieces that are long relative to channel width and that
facilitate the formation of ponded steps rather than the leaky
steps more characteristic of step‐pool sequences that lack
in‐stream wood. One of the implications of the distinction
between ponded and leaky steps is that the removal of
in‐stream wood may result in persistent changes in step‐pool
morphology that effectively reduce energy dissipation and
channel stability.

5. Conclusions
[50] Step‐pool sequences provide an important energy
dissipation mechanism in steep channels. As flow tumbles
over steps and into pools, resulting in elevation loss and
velocity reductions, turbulence is generated and energy is
converted to heat, reflecting basic conservation of energy
principles. Although velocity differences between steps and
pools are much less important than elevation loss as contributors to energy dissipation, understanding of velocity
structure is important with respect to aquatic habitat, near
bed stresses, and flow resistance.
[51] Our measurements illuminate these characteristics
with data on spatial patterns of hydraulics, step morphology,
and associated energy dissipation. Relations between
hydraulics and morphology for 15 step‐pool sequences in
the Rio Cordon, Italy, show several patterns. Porous,
irregular steps and shallow, poorly developed pools with
high velocities are often coupled, a condition that may be
maintained by positive feedbacks that hinder the development of “jammed” steps and maintain high‐velocity flow
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through successive step‐pool sequences. Overall, approximately two thirds of energy in these reaches is dissipated by
flow dropping over steps into pools. Additional energy
dissipation is achieved where elevation is lost in subreaches
that are not organized into steps and pools. Compared to a
study site in the Colorado Rockies, the Italy study site shows
many similar patterns of three‐dimensional hydraulics but
has notably higher pool velocities, likely as a result of differences in step architecture and in‐stream wood loading.
[52] Hydraulics in steep channels defy many of the
assumptions that simplify calculations of, for example,
energy and momentum. Flow is nonuniform, vertical velocity
profiles are nonlogarithmic [Jarrett, 1984; Byrd et al., 2000],
fluid density deviates from that of water as a result of aeration
[Vallé and Pasternack, 2006], pressure distributions are not
hydrostatic, slopes can be steep enough that the cosine of the
angle of bed inclination deviates from one, and kinetic
energy coefficients deviate from one [Henderson, 1966].
The type of data presented here provides one means toward
elucidating details of hydraulics in steep channels and illustrating their distinctiveness from lower‐gradient systems.
Continued development of field, experimental, and computational efforts are needed, however, to develop more predictive
frameworks of flow, sediment transport, and morphology of
steep channels.
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